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Sullivan denies charge
of ‘political’ hiring
By LARRY ELKIN
Montana Kaimin Newt Editor

An allegation that “ political con
siderations” affect the hiring of
University of Montana Law School
faculty members was denied yester
day by Law School Dean Robert
Sullivan.
Sullivan said the accusation that
he influences hiring decisions in
order to maintain a “power base” in
the Law School hierarchy was "un
true."
That accusation was made last
week by Daniel Kemmis, a secondyear law student and member of the
school’s Student Bar Association
(SBA). Kemmis made the charge
after Larry Deemer, assistant profes
sor at the Law School, was rehired
despite student protests.
Influence Charged
Kemmis and other law students
maintained that Sullivan has in
fluenced the members of the Law
School Faculty Personnel Com
mittee to ensure the hiring of people
who would not oppose the dean on
administrative matters. Sullivan is a
member of the committee.
Hugh Schaefer, law professor and
former member of the committee,
called Kemmis’ charge "utterly and

completely false.” Schaefer main
tained that while he served on the
committee it was free to decide the
merits of each case. Schaefer left the
committee this fall, when he began
teaching part-time.
‘No Comment’
Committee members Gardner
Cromwell and Albert Stone refused
to comment. David Patterson and
Larry Elison, the other committee
members, could not be reached for
comment. The committee is made up
of senior Law School faculty
members.
Sullivan refused to explain the
committee’s decision to rehire
Deemer despite heavy oppostion,
from the SBA.
"I think the committee's action
speaks for itself,” he said when asked
whether the panel considered the
validity of the students' contention
that Deemer is a poor teacher.
Sullivan said all the committee
members had observed Deemer
while he taught classes, and that the
panel considered Deemer capable of
handling his duties.
Evaluation Low
The SBA's Curriculum Committee
compiled the results of student
evaluation forms that showed

Regents to get
athletic proposal
By GORDON OILLOW
Montana Kaimin Raportar

A proposal for the funding of intercollegiate athletics that could
involve a “ raise in tuition" will be introduced at the Board of Regents
meeting Monday in Helena, Regent John Peterson said in Helena
Friday.
Peterson declined to say during an interview whether his
proposal would call for a mandatory fee for athletics. Peterson said
several months ago that he would seek a mandatory fee for
Intercollegiate athletics this fall.
Lawrence Pettit, commissioner of higher education, was also
reluctant to discuss the proposal.
Pettit said in a telephone interview yesterday that he was aware
of Peterson's intentions. Members of his staff are preparing a report
to the regents containing Pettit's recommendations for financing
intercollegiate athletics, he added. Pettit refused to say what those
recommendations will be.
‘Pleasantly’ Surprised
Diane Tipton, Pettit's public information officer, also refused to
say exactly what Pettit’s recommendations will be. She said that Pet
tit's plan “ is the best he can do under the circumstances."
She added, however, that students concerned about a man
datory fee will be “surprised, and pleasantly so" by Pettit’s
recommendations.
Among the options discussed by Pettit and his staff in the past,
in addition to a mandatory fee, is an optional fee for intercollegiate
athletics. This fee would be paid only by those students who wished
to do so. The proposed plan will probably allow students who paid
the optional fee to get either reduced admission charges or free ad
mission to University of Montana intercollegiate athletic events.
None of the people interviewed, however, would say whether
Pettit intends to recommend an optional-fee plan to the regents.
January Decision
Pettit said that no action on Peterson's proposal will be taken at
the meeting Monday. He added that the regents will probably table
discussion on the matter for a month to give themselves time to
study his recommendations. The regents will probably hold a meet
ing in January to make a final decision on the funding of
intercollegiate athletics, he said.
Pettit said several weeks ago that students would be given "am
ple opportunity" to comment on the mandatory-fee controversy.
Estimates of the amount of a possible mandatory fee vary, but
according to a report written by Marshall Cook, Pettit's special as
sistant, about $40 from each student will be needed yearly to fund
intercollegiate athletics at the “level of competition" desired by
university system athletic directors, alumni and booster groups.

students regard Deemer to be belowaverage in most areas.
Deemer was regarded to be belowaverage In 20 of 23 questions on the
forms. The survey showed he was
ranked lowest on the faculty in three
areas; whether students learned
from his answers to questions,
whether they learned from his inclass assistance and in the esteem in
which he is held by students.
He was also ranked well belowaverage in comparison to other
professors and in creating interest in
the subject matter.
The survey rated him slightly
above average in his preparation for
class, in his development of
concepts of professional res
ponsibility and in his treatment of
students.
Kemmis and some other students
maintained that Deemer, while
1Cont. on d . 6.

THIS OVERHEAD VIEW of the ArtFalr In the University Center Mall was cap
tured by Montana Kaimin Photographer Bob VonDrachek. The fair continues
through Thursday.

U-system budget rapped
by legislative fiscal analyst
Legislative Fiscal Analyst John
LaFaver is apparently unhappy with
some aspects of the Montana
University System’s 1977-79 bien
nium budget request.
A meeting was heid Friday in
Helena between the interim
Legislative Finance Committee,
Commissioner of Higher Education
Lawrence Pettit, University of Mon
tana President Richard Bowers and
the presidents of the other units of
the Montana University System. At
the meeting Judy Rippingale,
LaFaver’s assistant, distributed and
read to the committee a report
prepared by LaFaver's office.
Justify Budget
The meeting between the finance
committee, which will exercise a
great deal of control over the fate of
the budget request, and the
representatives of the university
system was an attempt by represen
tatives to justify the university
system's record $174 million budget
request. It is the largest single re
quest the legislature will consider
this session.
Rippingale questioned the
regents' request for a 14 per cent
salary increase for faculty members,
a request that is based on com
parisons of faculty salaries from
other schools in the Rocky Mountain
region. She said that an analysis of
other state employes in Montana
showed that their salaries were also
below the regional average and
asked the committee if those em
ployes should also receive the 14 per
cent increase.
Rippingale also maintained that
student-faculty ratios in other
regional schools were higher than
the 19 to 1 ratio proposed in the
regents' budget request.
Rippingale also charged that the
regents' budget would grant about
$750,000 a year for "scholarships
and fellowships not authorized in
law,” and an additional $600,000 in
grants that are “lawfully authorized."
She asked if the legislature should
support those grants that were not
legally authorized.
Pettit said during a telephone
interview yesterday that the grants
Rippingale was talking about were
fee waivers. The regents are legally

allowed to grant these without
permission from the legislature, he
explained.
Whether those fee waivers are
lawful is apparently a matter of
opinion. LaFaver said in a telephone
interview yesterday that granting fee
waivers has never been challenged in
court.
Pettit’s Staff Increases
Rippingale also criticized the size
of Pettit's staff, saying that while the
staff has grown from about eight full
time employes to about 22 full-time
employes, services performed by the
commissioner's office have not
grown.
Pettit said yesterday he was
surprised by the “pejorative tone” of
LaFaver’s report. He added that while
he thought that LaFaver and Rip

pingale were “intending to be fair,”
they “view their jobs as trying to cut
everywhere they can."
Pettit said he was "not at all
concerned about justifying our
staff." He added that the Department
of Institutions, for example, has "a
much, much bigger Helena staff than
we do."
After Rippingale finished her
report to the committee, Pettit
reviewed the universities' im
provements in “fiscal accountability"
under the newly implemented
uniform accounting system, the ef
forts to “compile the most detailed
and voluminous budget in history,”
the progress made in program review
and collective bargaining and the in
crease in enrollments in the
• Cont. on p. 6.

Committee refuses
to name coach choice
By DANIEL S. DOYLE
Montana Kaimin Raportar

The faculty, athletic screening
committee conducting the search for
a new University of Montana head
football coach has made its rec
ommendation to UM Athletic Direc
tor Harley Lewis and to President
Richard Bowers.
One committee member, who
asked not to be identified, said
yesterday the committee met Satur
day for three hours and reached a
"clear consensus" o n , its “top
choice."
The committee member declined
to name that choice.
Lewis would not confirm the com
mittee member's statement, but he
said he would announce the athletic
department's choice in a press
conference Wednesday or Thursday.
He said Bowers would have to ap
prove any final decision.
Bowers left for Portland, Ore.
yesterday afternoon and will not be
back until this evening.
Another committee member who
asked to remain unidentified said
interim Head Coach Gene Carlson's
chances "looked real slim" because
the other candidates had "out
classed" him in the interviews.

Carlson, who was named to the
position when Jack Swarthout
resigned last summer, declined to
comment on either his chances of
being chosenfor his plans if he is not.
Lewis said Carlson was one of the
three finalists interviewed by the
committee.
The other two candidates' names
were not released but Hal Gillet,
Century Club second-vice president
and executive committee member,
said they were not from Montana.
The Century Club executive com
mittee interviewed the candidates.
Century Club Board Chairman
Gene Peterson described the
meetings as an introduction of the
candidates to part of the job, the club
and its support of UM intercollegiate
football.
“We weren't concerned with the
qualifications of the candidates," he
said. “The only thing we were asked
was if there were a candidate we
could not support.”
Lewis agreed with Peterson's des
cription but said a Century Club
recommendation would have only a
limited weight in the decision
process.
Peterson said all of the candidates
had been acceptable to the club.

opinion
Publicize
Poor
Teaching
R a r e l y are the capabilities of a
professor, at this school o r anyw here
else, discussed or debated on the
pages of a newspaper.
Friday’s Montana Kaimin, however,
brought the news of a University of
M ontana Law School assistant profes
sor w ho was recently rehired despite
protests by som e law students that he
is a poor teacher.
Faculty members and-some students
likely believe that a new spaper is not
the proper forum to discuss the
qualifications of teachers.
And there are some good argum ents
against using the new spaper fo r such a
purpose. T h e best one is that, no m atter
how accurate and com plete the story
is, new spaper stories som etim es dis
tort perspectives; the play of a story
m ight not fit its impact o r im portance.
M an y faculty mem bers also recoil at
th e th o u g h t o f a n y o n e e x c e p t
themselves or their colleagues judging
their com petence — they argue th at no

one else is qualified to m ake such
determ inations.
Public officials, of course, are fair
gam e for criticism in the newspaper.
D is c u s s io n s o f a p o l i t i c i a n 's
com petence frequent the front pages
and editorial colum ns of newspapers
almost daily.
T h e sam e standard ought not to ap
ply to professors.
T h e ir abilities must be measured
over time. T h e ir reputations do not rise
or fall on the basis of particular
decisions.
But students must be able to exercise
som e influence regarding the faculty
that they must listen to and deal with
for four years.
Yet U M departm ents, for the most
part, pay only token lip service to the
need
for such
influence.
Most
departm ents continue to resist student
involvem ent in the hiring and firing of
faculty members; varying am ounts of
“advice" are sought from students,
depending on the departm ent.
This is not enough, and students get
frustrated when they see a professor,
over their protests, get rehired and
rehired until he is granted tenure, at
w hich point removal is next to im
possible.
So th e students, In certain cases,
turn to the media to publicize their
grievances. This is understandable.

And until students are granted the
pow er to help decide w ho their
teachers will be, such publicity is
useful.
It serves to dram atize th e need for
student involvem ent In hiring and firing
of faculty members.

in their own departm ents, against poor
teachers.
Finally, faculty m em bers ought to be
required to distribute com prehensive
evaluation forms to their students at
the end of every quarter. T h e results of
the forms should then be published for
all to see.

And such publicity ought to spur
m ore students to speak out, preferably

Jonathan Krlm

letters
Article Unfair
Editor. The article entitled “ Law professor
rehired over student protests” by Larry Elkin
which appeared in the Kaimin on Friday, Dec.
3,1976 was of particular interest to me as a law
student. Respecting the appearance and
content of the article, comment seems fitting
in three areas: (1) the reliability of the article,
(2) the appropriateness of the Kaimin as a
forum for such a discussion, and (3) the
fairness and decency of the article.
RELIABILITY OF THE ARTICLE. At the end
of the portion of the article which appeared on
page one was the expression "Cont. on p. 6.”
After hunting through the paper I found the
continuation on page eight. This is admittedly
a small point, but it gave me initial ap
prehensions. In the continuation on page
eight Mr. Elkin named “William Cromwell” as a
member of the law school faculty and
Personnel Committee. Our faculty includes
Prof. Gardner Cromwell and Prof. William
Crowley. It does not include anyone named
“William Cromwell,” (nor for that matter
“Gardner Crowley”). Mr. Elkin, who did you
mean?
I have spoken directly with SBA President
Diane Rotering about the article. She said that
her statements were taken out of context in a
manner giving an inaccurate impression.
I have spoken directly with SBA Curriculum
Committee Chairman Dan Kemmis about the
article. He said that he was plainly misquoted,
that he did not state positively that " 'political
considerations' entered into the decision to
retain Deemer," and this even after he, Kem
mis. encouraged the reporter to get the story
straight.
How is a reader to know which parts of the
article are accurate and which are inaccurate?
APPROPRIATENESS OF THE FORUM. In
talking with Ms. Rotering she confirmed in
direct words the grapevine belief among law
students that at least part of her motive in con
tributing to the article is to hopefully induce
Prof. Deemer to resign through pressure in the
media. There is a forum within the law school
in which interested parties may discuss hiring
issues. It is said that the forum is deficient.
This may well be; I express no opinion as to
that. But the forum is the forum and if some
thing is wrong with it, then IT is what should
be changed rather than attempting to change
an already-made hiring decision through a
backdoor method. Certainly lawyers and law
students, who are prospective lawyers, ought
to support the principle of abiding by
decisions made on issues once submitted to
the appropriate forum.
The Montana Kaimin is not the appropriate
forum for making hiring decisions in the
University of Montana Law School.
FAIRNESS AND DECENCY. I have heard

the complaint among law students, even from
Mr. Kemmis, that the atmosphere of the law
school is anti-human, and it is said that this
anti-human atmosphere is emanated from the
administration. But now how have we turned
around and treated inhumanly Prof. Deemer!
A man’s name and professional reputation are
at stake and we have plastered this con
troversy across campus, throughout Missoula,
among the practicing Bar, and sitting judges
and Justices of this State. How human we are.
How fair and decent we are.
I have not and do not HERE express any
opinion on the merits as to whether Prof.
Deemer ought to have been rehired. I do ex
press the opinion that the article is unreliable,
that the Kaimin is an inappropriate forum for
law school hiring decisions, and that the
Kaimin and the law students who contributed
to the article acted unfairly and indecently.
Only let it be said in favor of three of those law
students that they acted openly, allowing their
names to be used.
Tom Halvorson
Junior, law

Distasteful
Editor: The furor surrounding the rehiring of
assistant professor of Law Larry Deemer
would be distasteful even could it be attributed
to the excesses of vainglorious youth. Viewed
as the result of the considered opinion and
course of action of ostensibly mature graduate
students it becomes intolerable.
For the record, I too opposed offering Prof.
Deemer a contract for the 1977-78 school year.
Not even the Professor’s harshest critics, it
seems, deny that he has a basic grasp of his
subject matter and that he prepares for his
class meetings. From my point of view the
problem is that I am rarely able to pay attention
to Prof. Deemer for a full 50 minutes. I of
course believe that this is the professor's fault.
Others might place the blame elsewhere, but
what do they know. In any event, Prof. Deemer
hasn't seen fit to bring my inattention to the
attention of a Kaimin reporter.
Mr. Kemmis, his views amplified by the
remarks of Ms. Krigger, sees the rehiring as
the political decision of a machiavellian dean.
We should not be surprised that former
Representative Kemmis takes this view; a
theologian would doubtless claim it a religious
question, an economist one involving money.
Mr. Kemmis and Ms. Krigger find support for
their analysis in their assertion that a professor
who was highly regarded by law students was
fired because he disagreed with the dean on
administrative issues. Of course they fail to
mention that the retention of the visiting as
sociate professor in question was opposed by

students just two years ago. We should keep in
mind that another assistant professor was
offered a new contract at the same time as was
professor Deemer.
This particular professor was highly
recommended by the students but — if I might
take Mr. Kemmis’s part for the moment —
shouldn't we nonetheless protest this
personnel action too? Clearly we must con
clude that his retention was a political ploy
designed to consolidate dean's political base.
That is, we must so conclude if we give
credence to Mr. Kemmis's analysis of
personnel decisions at the law school. I can
not.
Professor Deemer protests that student
complaints have notbeen sufficiently specific.
Ms. Rotering disputes, but the “specific” com
plaints disclosed by the Kaimin article are as
follows: “pitiful," “ plodding style," and "fun
damental inability to communicate.”
Sorry Ms. Rotering, but not even Daniel
Webster could win that one. The stakes aren’t
high enough.
Terry Sehestedt
senior, law

Despicable Attacks
Editor: I would like to respond to the article
appearing in the Dec. 3 edition of the Kaimin
concerning the rehiring of law Prof. Larry
Deemer. My initial reaction after reading that
article was one of 1ncredulity. I could scarcely
believe the comments made by Ms. Rotering,
Mr. Kemmis, and Ms. Krigger. Who gave these
individuals the right or ability to judge
competence? This attack upon a conscien
tious and scholarly professor and upon the
Law School administration is unprofessional
and despicable. I, too, am a member of SBA
and Rotering, Kemmis, and Krigger do not
speak for me.
For those who are deeply concerned about
the standards of a professional, ponder these
questions. Is it the standard of a professional,
after his or her views are made known and con
sidered, then rejected, to sneak to the press
and resort to scathing, demeaning comment?
Is it the standard of a professional to attack a
colleague’s professional competence based
upon no defined standard but some vague
notion of lack of communication? I$ it the
standard of a professional to lack compassion
or concern for the feelings of another human
being?
I have always known that to be a successful
student and practitioner of the law required
intellectual ability, ambition, and a level of
competence. But, I am convinced that it takes
something more, the most important quality a
lawyer can have going for himself, the ability

to relate to human beings and place their
needs above vague intellectual concepts.
Sadly, I find this quality a rare commodity in
aspring professionals these days.
It is my opinion that Prof. Deemer is deserv
ing of and 4 call for a public apology to be
offered to Prof. Deemer by the leaders of the
Student Bar Association involved in this fias
co.
co-signed by
law students:
Willis Jones
Steve Nardl
Phillip Carter
James Johnson
David Woodgerd
Jack West
Neal Jensen
Art Graham
Allin Cheetham
Pierre Bacheller
Chris Miller
Calvin Wilson
William Hlleman
George Radovlch
Ben Everett, student representative to the
Faculty Curriculum Committee
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letters
Library Hours
Editor: I have several comments concerning
the article entitled, The Library Benefits Who?
by John Halbert. First of all, I agree with his
feelings and the feelings of other students he
encountered in the library over the Thanksgiv
ing break. As a matter of fact I have been com
plaining silently about the library hours ever
since I entered the University last fall.
We are called students by the University
system, yet the same system constricts us
from doing just that — being students: ones
who study something, and acquire knowledge
usually by means of reading. And where can
we read or find books to learn from . . .
naturally, in the University Library.
This same library consistently remains
closed on holidays and at break periods
convenient for studying. I can be nothing less
than astonished that the students at the
University haven’t become outraged with
library practices such as these. They should
demand financial as well as scheduling
problems be resolved. The library should
benefit the students and not its workers if
indeed this be the case.
I realize now that I have not been angered in
vain as I stood in front of locked doors at the
entrance to the UM library. Many of my fellow
students have been just as bewildered and
amazed as I at their fate. With everyone it's the
same, they turn to the right, check the hours,
and then exclaim to passersby, "No, it can't be
. .. the library is closed?? Closed all day.
Closed tomorrow, and the day after!!!”
This is how its been, a constant disap
pointment. Still, we only learn through ex
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perience and experience reinforced. That’s
why it's not until several ill-fated attempts to
enter the “structure of studies" that we accept
the consequences and give up. Unfortunately,
until I read the article, I had quit trying: I had
lost hope. Now we can't. We, students must
demand our rights. The University system
should examine its priorities, get the library
hours extended, and keep the library open
during the holidays, especially during breaks
near final week.
Personally, I'd like the library open all day on
the weekends. Also, hours should be extended
during mid-quarter and final exams.
Finally, to those of you who have your own
concerns about the library hours, I address
this question, "Why don't you do something
about it?"
Michelle Zelkowitz
graduate, education

Minority Hiring
Editor: The defeat of the recently proposed
Hiring Rule for University Center personnel is
a step in the wrong direction. Not only does it
demonstrate social apathy, but could even in
dicate a subtle form of prejudice on the part of
some Student Union Board (SUB) members.
In the resolution's defeat it was mentioned
that federal laws, in the form of the Equal Em
ployment Opportunity Act (EEOA), already
cover hiring practices. But it should be noted
that this apparently progressive piece of
legislation has not effectively worked. Now
instead of women and minorities being
outrightly barred from meaningful em

ployment, they are effectively shunned.
SUB's rejection of their own hiring rules am
plifies the national indifference on a local level.
Tom Lanning, who introduced the
resolution to SUB, argues very realistically. In
essence he says because white males are the
predominantly qualified members of our
society, if minorities and women are going to
attain equal status, they must be given the op
portunity. To SUB, and indeed all
organizations, this should mean not
BLANKETLY hiring the most qualified people,
but choosing qualified personnel within a
framework of equality of the sex's and the
areas ethnic proportions.
I contend that there will usually be ade
quately qualified people, or suitable people
willing to train, to fit most employment
positions. If one will agree with this contention
then one can agree with Lanning's Minority
Hiring Resolution.
May I suggest that SUB take up this issue
next quarter.
Christopher Evans
junior, political science

Graduation Poem
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A C H R IS T M A S FAIR
Dec. 6 - 7
U M Student Artists

Dec. 13-17

Dec. 8 - 9
Missoula Com m unity Artists
At the UC Mall 10 - 5 p.m.
Everyone invited—buy your gifts early

8-BALL BILLIARDS!

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA

3101 Russell

C A M PU S R EC R EA TIO N
Intramural Basketball Rules Clinic
Thursday, Dec. 9 5:30
Field House Arena
All. Interested Players and Potential Officials
are urged to attend.
For further Info: Contact Campus Recreation,
Women’s Center 109, or call 243-2802

Test Your Wings!
Peace Corps/Vista

Mickey Garcia
senior, forestry

Editor In honor of my impending graduation, I
submit the following poem praising education.
My ordeal is ending
I won't be a captive audience much longer
The drone of assertion seems interminable
What does it mean?
Does it matter?
At the beginning and end of each day
I sigh

Book Buyback

Weary of memorizing
For another test.
No inspiration, no brilliance
No distinction, no diligence
Just sullen, stubborn tenacity born of
resentment
Hanging on for a few meager middle-class
privileges.
Better a professional than a flunky
Better an officer than a grunt
Better qualified than unqualified
Better a bureaucrat than a janitor.
Ever been a flunky? A grunt? Unqualified?
A janitor?
No contest, Baby!
Never Again, Alma Mater!
Confer your status, O Mighty University!
Lux et Veritas!
Officers are gentlemen, grunts are expen
dable
It's my turn, Honkey Bosses!
Up Yours!
With my brand new, silver-plated
Gold monogrammed, personalized
In/Out basket.

Surprise Someone!
Dainty pendants in 14K gold
inspired by Nature.
Mushroom, $80, Dewdrop, $90
Lovely idea!
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pray for snow. amen.

Montana Job Service
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Rural Education Center
gets favorable reactions
Key individuals and agencies in
Washington, D.C., have reacted
favorably to the concept of a Rural
Education Center at Western Mon
tana College In Dillon, WMC and
University of Montana presidents
said recently, according to an As
sociated Press report.
The report quoted UM President
Richard Bowers and WMC President
George Bandy as saying that they
were "very well received" while look
ing for sources of support and fun
ding during a recent trip to
Washington.
David Smith, UM education dean,
said yesterday that the concept in
volves developing a program at WMC
to provide services to small, rural
schools and to prepare teachers who
plan to work in these schools.

America, Common Cause and
congressional offices.
John Gardner, the former head of
the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare who now heads Com
mon Cause, and Montana Senator
Mike Mansfield gave their personal
support to the concept, Bandy said.
Bandy said that all of the agencies
and individuals contacted are
interested and involved in the
problems of rural education.
Bandy added that he and Bowers
did not ask for funds for the
proposed center because its
development is still in the initial
stages.
Administrators haveyettodrawup
a prospectus for the the center,
Bandy said. Once a concrete
proposal has been drawn up, he said,
they will approach the agencies for
financial support.
Bandy added that he hopes to start
on the center sometime next year,
noting the recent trends toward
population migration back to rural
areas.
The concept of developing a rural
education center was formulated
during a "think session" at WMC in
October in which persons from Alas
ka, Oregon, the Northwest Regional
Education Laboratory and the Mon
tana Superintendent of Public
Instruction's office contributed,
Bandy said.

The program would also aid rural
schools that do not have the
resources to deal with such
p ro b le m s
as
c u rric u lu m
development, Smith said. Many large
schools, he said, have the funds to
hire a curriculum specialist.
Bandy said in a telephone
interview yesterday that he and
Bowers contacted the Department of
Agriculture, the U.S. Office of
Education, the National Institute of
Education, the National Rural
Center, the Fund for Improvement of
Post-Secondary Education, Rural
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Coming u p Dec. 7-12
TUESDAY
• Student art sale, 10 a.m., UC
Mall.
• Forest sign coordinators
workshop, 1 p.m„ UC Montana
Rooms.
• Curriculum Committee, 3 p.m„
UC Montana Rooms.
• To Die Today,, CSD film, 7 p m.,
LA 139.
• Jon Paul and Thomas, PC
coffeehouse, 8 p.m., UC Gold Oak
Room.
• Chamber music concert, 8 p.m.,
MRH.
WEDNESDAY
• Public art sale, 10 a.m., UC Mall.
• Grizzly Den luncheon, noon, UC
Montana Rooms.

• Store board, 4 p.m., UC Montana
Rooms.
• Central Board, 7 p.m., UC Mon
tana Rooms.
• Are Environmental Impact
Statements Effective? panel dis
cussion, 7 p.m., SC131.
• Summer jobs in forestry
seminar, 7:30 p.m., F206.
THURSDAY
• Health Education Council,
noon, UC Montana Rooms.
• Sigma XI, noon, SC 304.
• Basketballrulesclinic,5:30p.m.,
Field House.
• Montanans fo r N uclear
Disarmament, 7:30 p.m., UC Mon
tana Rooms 360H.

FRIDAY
• Five Valley District Council. 9
a.m., UC Montana Rooms.
• Grizzly bear critical habitat
public hearing, noon, UC Ballroom.
• Basketball pre-game meal. 2
p.m., UC Montana Rooms.
• Basketball vs., College of Great
Falls, 8 p.m., field House.
• East of Eden, PC film, 9 p.m., UC
Copper Commons.
SATURDAY
• Montana State Music Teachers
Association, 10 a.m., MRH.
• Delta Kappa Gamma initiation, 6
p.m., UC Montana Rooms.
• UM Jazz Workshop, 8 p.m., UT.
SUNDAY
• Christmas concert, 3 p.m., UT.
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“ PAINFULLY F U N N Y ...Hie most pointedly
effective piece of television criticism since
Spiro Agnew.”
LOS ONCItiS TIMES
“ LUDICROUS LU N A C Y ... consistently more
funny than GROOVE TUBE."
I A HERALD EXAMINER
“ C R A Z Y ...a cross between MONTY PYTHON
and NBC SATURDAY NIGHT.”
“ L U N A C Y ...in the sa tirica l vein of
/
Woody Allen's SLEEPER”
-VARIETY 2r
“ O U TR A G EO U S... Harvard
Lampoon irreverence...
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I 515 SOUTH HIGGINS
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I Director Lindsay Anderson has I
I created an almost fairytale at- f
I mosphere in this witty and I
I entertaining work, a parable of |
I modern life that follows its
I young coffee-salesman hero
I (Malcolm McDowell) through a I
I series of fantastic, often comic |
[ misadventures. Alan Price
I wrote the music and songs,
I and is featured as the piano
I man who sometimes com
ments on the action. An
excellent large cast presents
a gallery of memorable charac
ters, with many of the actors
in multiple roles. O L u c k y M a n ! |
is a three-hour epic, in color:
one of the most fascinating
movies of 19731 (McDowell
previously played Alex in A

A Fantasy FHm

nsfssMtf thru

United Artists

Condor
is
back

By NICK GERANIOS
Montana Kaimin Reviewer

Ronald Malcolm is back and
everybody wants him, the
Americans, the Russians, the
Chinese, and especially the readers.
Malcolm, C.I.A. code name Con
dor, appeared a couple of years back
as a reluctant agent in the book Six
Days of the Condor.
In Shadow, he is again recruited
against his will and sent on a seem
ingly innocent mission that develops
into a highly dangerous game of es
pionage and murder.
James Grady, a University of Mon
tana graduate, has written a better
novel this time. The plot is thick and
quick, but understandable. The style
is still a bit primitive, but it seems to
fit in with the character of Malcolm,
who is much shrewder than he
realizes.
The plot is a jumble of murder and
retribution. The Americans and Rus
sians are up to their old games. An
American agent mysteriously
appears dead near a missile site in
northern Montana. The Americans
anxiously expect something foul
concerning their missiles. The Rus
sians, anxious to hide their real
intentions, are quick tor oblige by
sending an agent on a fake mission
to the United States.
The Russians hope the agent will
be captured. They even fabricate a
story they hope the Americans will
accept. The agent is certain his mis
sion is for real and the Americans fall
for it.
The Russian js trailed across the
United States and sure enough,
heads for northern Montana and the
missiles. The Americans, shrewdly
falling like dopes for the bait, close in
and neutralize the agent. Patting
each other on the back, they head
home.
But this is jumping the story.
Malcolm, now a private • college
student, is restless. The danger and
excitement of his six days stays in his
blood, despite his revulsion from
them. When Kevin Powell, the agent
he’s worked with in his previous mis
sion, shows up at his apartment and
subtly coaxes him into another mis
sion, he cannot help but agree.
In any event, Malcolm gets mixed
up with the Chinese while everyone
else chases the Russian. He is forced
to help the Chinese, but this isn’t bad
because the Chinese interest is exac
tly the same as the American.
Shadow of the Condor is quite
long for a novel of this sort, although
not a particularly long novel in itself.
However, it moves logically and does
not drag much. The young Malcolm
is really too lucky and intelligent to
be identifiable to ordinary readers.
Although Grady seems to go
overboard in telling us Malcolm is
better than all the international types
he meets precisely because he is like
us, he seerris more like them on
second inspection.
He thinks, acts, and shoots just like
a regular CIA man, even though he
tells us he abhors it. Although not as
suave as Bond, he makes regular
conquests of the opposite sex in his
stumbling sort of way.
But I can’t complain. Malcolm is
the best spy creation in a long time
and he should have several more
books in him. That is, before his
novelty as an innocent civilian wears
off.
Four short plays will be presented
in the Venture Center Dec. 8-11 at 8
p.m. by the Department of Drama
and Dance.
There will be two plays each
evening. Mary Vollmer and Lee
Erpenbach, seniors in drama, will be
directing the plays Wednesday and
Thursday night as partial fulfillment
of their bachelor of fine arts degree
requirements.
The plays showing Friday and
Saturday will be directed by'Jim
Brodniak, junior in drama, and John
Juneiman, graduate in drama.
Actors in the plays are members of
the drama workshop. Admission to
all the performances is free.

drama—

Weisberg turns to rock
Auditions will be held Dec. 13-14
for the Montana Masquers' winter
quarter productions of John Guare's
“The House of Blue Leaves," (Feb. 919), and for "The Autobiography of
Benvenuto Cellini," (Mar. 2-12). Any
UM student may a u d ition .
Rehearsals will begin in January.
Auditions for both plays are
private, with only the directors
present. Interested persons may sign
up for a specific audition time at the

By KITTY KV.INGE
Montana Kaimin Flna Aria Editor

What type of options are open for a
serious flute player? Trying to make
best flutist at the local fraternity
party, playing in school bands, ex
citing things like that, right? Wrong.
Tim Weisberg, who teamed up with
keyboard and vibes player Lynn
Blessing some six years ago and has
put together a great band since then,
showed the audience at the UC
Ballroom Saturday night that the
teaming of flute and rock is a wide
open field with lots of possibilities.
The electric guitars, keyboard and
drums were a bit overriding at times,
making Weisberg's flute hard to hear.
His first show consisted mainly of
new material on the rock side. One
number began softly with Weisberg
on the flute, then built up to a
crescendo of rock bringing in the en
tire band which ended with loud ap
plause from the audience. Walking
up to the microphone, Weisberg
said, "Whew, yea! We’ll put that on a
record.”
Changing the pace, guitarists
Doug Anderson and Todd Robinson
joined Weisberg for an acoustical
set. The response from the audience
should have been a tip off that the
easy-moving jazz playing Weisberg
is known for is what the audience
wanted to hear. Unfortunately, this
was missing in most of his first
performance.
The highlight of the concert,

Department of Drama and Dance of
fice in Fine Arts 201 and may get
more information on audition re
quirements from David Dannenbaum, assistaht professor of drama.
The two casts will be announced
December 16. Each auditioner will
prepare two two-minute pieces of
contrasting type and style,
memorized and as polished as pos
sible. The auditions will be in the
Masquer Theatre.
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however, was during an' encore
following the second show.
Weisberg returned to the stage to
perform a 10 minute solo piece using
an echo-plex and a tape loop
machine. The echo-plex allowed
Weisberg to play off the echo from
his flute, while the tape loop machine
was used during the last part of the
song to further the delay of sound. In
effect, the ballroom was being
surrounded by the sound of four
flutes playing, though in fact there
was only one.
The response from the audience
was enthusiastic. "Wow, put that one
on a record too!”
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classified ads
1. L O S T A N D F O U N D

FOUND: WOMAN'S watch in library parking lot. Call
243-6464 or 540-0740.
036-4
FOUND: MEN’S large gloves. Black with colored
stripes. Claim at UC Info. Desk.
036-4
$25 REWARD for the return of my TISR-51A
CALCULATOR, lost Thursday morning In or
outside of MU115 Please call 728-0206. 036-4
LOST: 2-in gold lion pin w/green eyes, red mouth,
Sentimental valuel Lost maybe last spring. $100
reward 728-0457
036-4
5 MONTH old Siamese kitten. Reward Call 540-0726
or 243-4481 and leave message for Dora Liggett.
035-4
LOST: 1 GOLD LADIES TIMEX wrlstwatch.
REWARD—Lost about 2 weeks ago. Call Crystal.
549-8671 or 549-6884.
035-4

EXPERIENCED; ACCURATE terms — thesis. 543035-18
6835.
TYPING — Will edit, correct spelling. 5468591.
032-8
EXPERT TYPING. Phone 5467958.

032-6

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Telephone 5467680.
02616
EXPERT TYPING. 258-6420 evenings.

02617

MANUSCRIPT TYPING. Prefer thesis/diss. 726
7808/543-5872.
022-18
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE — Neat, accurate.
022-18
542-2435.
EXPERIENCED TYPING. Papers, thesis. 5460832.
016-24
9. TRANSPORTATION

FOUND TIMEX watch with turquoise band. Found
on steps of N.S. Building. Claim at Info. Desk in
U.C.
034-4

RIDE NEEDED to Chicago or Urbana. Dec. 21.
Return before New Years! Phone 549-6637.
036-4

LOST SET of keys on leather key chain. I'-mstranded
without them! If found call 543-4905.
034-4

RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman. Can leave Wed., Dec.
16th afternoon. Will share expenses. Call 2434905. Ask for Bill.
036-4

LOST 1 BLUE double-wire notebook with Radio-TV
notes. Call 721-1405.
034-4
LOST DARK brown Lab Thanksgiving Day. About
50 lbs. He’s loved and needed.Please call 5434905.
034-4
2. PERSONALS
CAFTANS — TUNICS — JUMPER-TOPS —
SKIRTS — QUILTED JACKETS. From denim
blues to holiday reds; Polynesian prints to
patchwork. Also: unique hand-sewn gifts for the
tree, for the house, to wear. See Brenda, Gladys,
Janet. Sandy at the Art Fair .Wed. and Thurs.
036-2
ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS
CHRISTMAS HAPPENING
Wine, Cheese, Cookies, Conversation
Tuesday at 8: PM
532 University
036-1
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY DAVE. Love, Pam.

036-1

WHO IS JOHN GALT? If you already know, you
should probably attend the Libertarian Party
meeting — 936 Cherry, tonight at 7:30.
036-1
STUDENTS EXPRESS your pubesence! Sign up
now for beard & moustache contest in lobby of the
forestry school.
036-4
STUDY ABROAD orientation for winter quarter
London. England — Dec. 7, 3:30-5:00, LA-139
Frances Kuffel
Barbara Eelkema
Milo Tilton
Avignon, France — Dec. 9 3:30-5:00, LA-139
Lynche Olsen
Joni Rio
Peggy Morrison
Students interested in applying for the coming
spring quarter or the 1977-78 school year
welcome!
<
036-1
OPENINGS AVAILABLE to study at UM's Avignon,
France campus during spring quarter. Earn 15 UM
credits. No language requirements. Call 243-2900,
107 Main Hall.
036-4
BIBLE STUDY group forming. Interested peoplecall
549-1204. Ask for Wally or Scotty.
036-1
WALK-IN CONFIDENTIAL LISTENING at the WalkIn. special east entrance of the Student Health
Service Bldg. Weekdays 9 to 5. Every night 8 to 12.
__________
027-13
POETRY WANTED for Anthology. Include stamped
envelope. Contemporary Literature Press, P.O.
Box 26462, San Francisco. CA. 94126.
024-25
FR. TOM HASSERIES and Fr. Len Claxton
Episcopal chaplains to U of M. in Copper
Commons Tues. thru Fri. We talk or listen —
Phone 542-2167.
021-19
FROSTLINE kits in stock at BERNINA SEWING
CENTER, 148 S. Ave. W. 549-2811.
018-22
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS: Call Marie
Kuffel; 728-3645 or 549-7721.
017-34
4. HELP WANTED
WORK-STUDY position available in Zoology. Will
train. $3/hr. See Fred Allendorf. HS112orHS113.
___________________________
036-4
BARMAID. EXPERIENCE preferred but will train.
Apply In person Wed.-Sun. after 6:00 p.m.
Flamingo Lounge. Park Hotel. Montana’s number
one dive.
035-3
7. SERVICES
AVON-on special for Xmas! Call Cathy 243-5176;
Judte 243-5150; Diane 243-4640; Elliot Village.
Evie 549-6739.
030-10
WOMEN’S PLACE Health Education & Counseling
abortion, birth control, pregnancy. V.D., rape
relief. Mon.-Fri. 2-8 p.m. 543-7606.
026-49
8. T Y P IN G

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Will accept “Last
Minute" projects. 728-5000 (Cary).
036-4

RIDE NEEDED to S. Francisco anytime after Dec.
13. Round trip. Will share expenses & driving. Call
721-2035 or 721-1304. Ask for Larry.
036-4
RIDE NEEDED to Chicago or surrounding area. Will
help driving & expenses. Please call 728-41781
Jerry.
036-4
RIDER WANTED to and from Southern CA. Leave
Missoula Tues., Dec. 21, return from LA Jan. 1.
Please call Mark or Nancy at 728-2296 after 5:30
p.m.
036-4
RIDERS NEEDED to Lincoln, Neb. Leave Dec. 17 or
18th. Call Gordon. 243-2624.
036-4
RIDERS NEEDED back from Denver to Missoula,
Jan. 1. Call Gordon. 243-2624.
036-4
RIDERS NEEDED for Vermont or any points East.
Share gas and driving. Leave Thurs., Dec. 16. Call
Mindy — 243-4726.
036-4
RIDE NEEDED to Salt Lake around Dec. 14. Share
all expenses & driving. Bob, 549-5030.
036-4
SHARE N.Y. Charter—you return. Call Susan, 5434363.
036-4
RIDE NEEDED to Bismarck or Fargo, N.D. Leaving
end of quarter, returning winter quarter. See Lori
at 423 W. Spruce, Apt. No. 4. Share expenses.
________________________________ 036-4
RIDE NEEDED to Texas (Dallas). Can leave
anytime. Will share driving and expenses. Call
542-2874.
036-4
RIDE NEEDED to Eugene, Oregon. Can leave
anytime Dec. 18th. Call 728-6626, ask for Shelley.
Between 6 and 7 p.m. 036-4
RIDE NEEDED to Omaha, Neb. or general area.
Please call Rob, 7261950 or LA.206.
036-4

RIDE NEEDED to San Diego or Southern Calif. Can
leave Dec. 15th. Will share gas and driving. Call
Joe at 542-2563.
034-4

KASTINGER SKI BOOTS, really new, size 8 (Men's)
7262446.______
0362
A -Z -C A R s k i-ra c k , h a lf p ric e . 5 4 6 5 7 3 3 .

0363

RIDE NEEDED to central Colorado after exams.
Contact Austin Fox. 607 Aber. 243-4340. Will
share expenses & what not.
034-4

TRAPPEUR COMP ski boots, sz. 11%. excellent
condition, $40. 721-1997.
036-4

NEED A ride to Denver. Colorado for Xmas holiday.
Willing to sharedriving & expenses. Jaye Pickarts,
792-8321. ext. 214, between 8 & 5. M-F. 034-4

1-12 STRING guitar, decent. $50. 7263143 after 5
0363
P-m-__________
SNOW TIRES, new. F7614. 549-4881.
0362

RIDES NEEDED to NYC over Christmas. Will share
expenses & driving. 7269812, ask for #60.
_________________________
034-4

4 76615 MUD & Snows, 11,000 miles use. $40.726
5437.
034-3
TURQUOISE & INDIAN JEWELRY: See our
selection and save. The Memory Banke, 140 East
Broadway.
0367

NEED RIDE for 1 to Sioux Falls, S.D. Can leave Dec.
11. Call 7263432.
034-6
RIDE NEEDED to Chicago for ChristmasBreak. Will
help driving expenses. Cali Tim at 726-4178.
______________

GOOD DEAL) Hundreds of used albums & tapes,
fully guaranteed. Largest stock in Western
Montana. The Memory Banke. 140 E. Broadway,
downtown, 728-5780.
0367

0367

RIDE NEEDED: for 2 to TEXAS; share gas, driving,
expenses. Leave after finals. Margaret, 5468182.
0364

MAROON '57 Chevy pickup. Good condition. Call
7260919 after five.
0367

IS . W A N T E D T O R E N T

COUPLE NEEDS 1-Bdrm. apt. or house for winter
quarter. Preferably close to campus. 7267038.
0362
17. F O R R E N T

ROOM FOR RENT — female only — ph. 549-6017,5
to 8 p.m. weekdays or all day week-ends.
036-4
LARGE TRAVELING kennel. Call 7262786. 0363
18. R O O M M A T E S N E E D E D

WOULD LIKE to share my house with a student. Not
far from school. Inquire at 315 Jefferson. 0365
FEMALE NON-SMOKER to shsre apt. Close to
school. Call 7266626.
0362
SHARE 2 Bdrm. house. Rob, 7261960. L.A.206.
0362
2 0 . M IS C E L L A N E O U S

11. F O R S A LE

12. A U T O M O T IV E

KASTLE160 DOWNHILL skiis, POLES. Size 5 ladiee
BOOTS. 7267797.
036-4

'63 RAMBLER. Good tires, engine heater. $100.546
3*730362

STUDENTS EXPRESS your pubesence! Sign up
now for beard & moustache contest in lobby of the
forestry school.
036-4

Sullivan ______

B udget----------

• Cont. from p. 1.
personable, was ineffective in com
municating with students. They
criticized his “ plodding style.”
Asked whether Deemer should be
rehired on the survey, 115 students
said no and 10 said yes.
On learning that Deemer had been
rehired on Nov. 19, SBA officials sent
the survey results to Sullivan and re
quested an “ immediate recon
sideration” of the decision.
SBA President Diane Rotering
wrote a letter to Sullivan stating that
the decision to rehire Deemer came
as a “grave disappointment.”
Sullivan said the committee met
for 45 minutes on Nov. 23 to recon
sider the matter before deciding
against the SBA’s request that
Deemer be fired.
Sullivan said that students’
comments were "a factor” in the
committee’s decision.

“Obviously the decision is un
popular with some students,”
Sullivan said. “That’s unfortunate.”
Kemmis and Rotering said that the
SBA may decide to press for a
greater role in future personnel
decisions. That decision may come
from a meeting of the SBA tomorrow,
where, Rotering said, the question of
whether to continue fighting
Destrier's rehiring will be discussed.
Sullivan said that the Law School
decided “ many years ago" against
allowing students to participate in
hiring decisions. He said he will
“stand behind" the decision to rehire
Deemer.
Sullivan refused to comment on
whether he would change the hiring
procedure to give students a greater
voice. He said he would consider the
matter further after the furor over
Deemer has died down.

• Cont. from p. 1.
university system.
During the meeting Bowers
stressed UM's need for additional
funds for library acquisitions,
instructional equipment, implemen
tation of a UM writing program
and other programs. UM's total re
quest for the 1977-79 biennium is
about $49.5 million.
Finance committee chairman
Francis Bardenouve, D-Harlem,
however, was apparently not totally
convinced by Bowers' report.
“The University of Montana re
quest is an almost 50 per cent in
crease from the general ap
propriation," Bardenouve said, ad
ding that UM's enrollment "really
hasn’t gone up that much" since the
last biennium.
Bowers said, though, that UM’s in
crease was really 29 per cent and not
"almost 50 per cent."

NEED RIDE to Deer Lodge Sun., Dec. 12. Will share
expenses. Call 243-4700.
036-4
NEED RIDE to CALIFORNIA. Can leave Fri., Dec. 17.
Help with driving & expenses. Call Mike, 5463620.
_______
036-4
NEED RIDER to Alabama. Leaving 18th or 19th. Call
5465890. Ask for Neil.
036-4
RIDE NEEDED to Rapid City, S.D. Can leave any
time after 3:30, Dec. 16. Call Jim at 243-4338. Keep
trying.
_____________________ 036-4

CENTER COURSES-WINTER1977
U N IV E R S ITY OF M O N TA N A

RIDE NEEDED to S. Francisco area or anywhere
Northern Ca. Leave Dec. 17 or after. Share
expenses etc... Call Tony 728-8618.
035-4
2 RIDERS NEEDED to INDIANAPOLIS. Leave Dec.
23, return Jan. 3. Call Todd at 2465127 or 246
2616.______________
035-4
NEED RIDE FOR 1 to MID-WEST. Leaving Dec. 15
and BACK FOR 2 arriving in Msla. by Dec. 31. Will
help with gaa/driving. Call 549-8671 or 549-6884.
__________
036-4
TWO PEOPLE need ride to N.Y. Leave after Dec. 16.
Call Bruce, 549-8071 after 6 p.m.
035-5
NEED A RIDER/DRIVER to Minot, No. Dakota.
Leaving approx. Dec. 15. Call Gail at 728-3026.
_______________
035-4
RIDE WANTED returning from Nebraska after
Christmas break. Call before 9:00 and after 5:00,
5461938.
0365
RIDE NEEDED to Chicago (Wheaton) III. Will share
driving and expenses. Can leave after 12 noon
Thursday. Dec. 16th. Call 7263432 evenings.
__________
035-4
RIDE WANTED. SF area. Approx. Dec. 15—Jan. 2.
Share gas, driving. Call collect eves.: Sue—1-726
8705.________
0365
IS ANYONE out there heading southeast for the
holidays? A mild-mannered dog & I would sure
like a ride to Hays, Kan. (% way between Den. &
K.C. on |-70) Will help with gas & driving.
Sandy—7267239.
034-4
RIDE NEEDED to SUn Valley. Can leave anytime
between Dec. 16th and 20th. Will sharedriving and
expenses. Call 5462747. Ask for Karen.
034-4

Alternative Energy W orkshop
Astrology I
Astrology II
Arabic Language, Intro.
Aw areness thru M ovem ent
Beilydancing, Beg.-Sect. 1
Boxing & Phys. Conditioning
Banjo, Beg.
Bike M aintenance
Ballroom Dance, Beg.-Sect. i
Ballroom Dance, Beg.-Sect. II
Ballroom Dance, Interm ediate
Basket Weaving
Bridge, Intro.
Centering thru Massage
Chess, Intro.
C am era I
C am era II
C am era III
Creative Stitchery
Drawing
Disco Dance, Beg.-Sect. I
Disco Dance, Beg.-Sect. II
Dance Mvmt. & Exploration
Em broidery
Eating W ell, T h e Natural W ay
Folk Dancing, Beg.
Folk Dancing, Inter.
G enealogy
G uitar I
G uitar II
Foreign Cooking
Hanging Loose-Uptight World
Hatha Yoga, Beg.-Sect. 1
Hatha Yoga, Beg.-Sect. II
Judo, Beg. & Adv.

Juggling
Karate, Beg.
Karate, Adv.
Knitting, Beg.
Knitting, Inter.
Horsem anship
M assage for Men
M odern Dance
M icrow ave Cooking
M acram e
Men & Liberation
Poetry Reading & Writing
Oil Painting, Sect. I
O il Painting, Sect. II
O ptim um Reading Efficiency, Sect. I
Science Fiction Writing
Short Story Writing
Scottish Dance, Beg.
Scottish Dance, Inter.
O ptim um Reading Efficiency, Sect. II
Sign Language, Beg.
Sign Langauge, Inter.
Ski M ountaineering
Bellydancing, Beg.-Sect. II
T aro t Card
Tai Chi C h ’ Uan
Upholstery, Sect. I
Upholstery, Sect. II
Upholstery, Sect. Ill
W eaving-on Loom
W eaving-off Loom
W atercolor Techniques
W ood carving
W om en & Film
Yoga, an Intro., Sect. I
Yoga, an Intro., Sect. II

A PRELIMINARY LISTING ONLY
Registration Begins Jan. 3

Classes Begin Jan. 10

Brochures available Dec. 28
Programming Services

UC RM 104

243-6660

No plans ready in case of charter flight delay
By DANIEL S. DOYLE
Montana Katanln Reporter

Northwest Airlines has not yet
arranged for ground transportation
to another airport if bad weather
delays the ASUM Christmas charter
flights to Chicago and New York,
Dan Short, ASUM business
manager, said in an interview Friday.
He also said Northwest would not
be responsible for lodging and meals
for charter passengers delayed in
Missoula.
Short said ASUM's only plans for
housing the delayed charter
passengers would be to send them

Snow Bowl rate
Increase backed
by forest officials
Officials of the Lolo National
Forest have announced their ap
proval of rate increases for this
season sought by the Montana Snow
Bowl.
The decision follows a Nov. 22
public meeting, at which public
comment on the proposed rate hikes
was heard. A Forest Service spokes
man said the agency also analyzed
comments and letters it received
prior to making the decision.
"There was substantial comment
that without the rate increase the
company would continue to suffer
operating losses; I am satisfied the
increase is justified," Frank
Salomonsen, resource coordinator
for the Forest Service, said. "Another
major consideration in the decision
is that there will be continued
competition for the Missoula skier
dollar. At the same time there is
strong community support for the
Snow Bowl operation.”
Most of those who commented
favored the rate increases, which
range from $8 for an adult day ticket
to $6 for a half-day student ticket.
Salomonsen said several letters
received indicated the area offers a
different experience than the
Marshall Ski area, and both are
needed to meet local skiing needs.
Representatives of the Hellgate Ski
Club and University of Montana Ski
team cited the area’s cooperation in
supporting their sport. Those who
commented against the rate in
creases said they feared the sport
would become a pastime for the rich
and that the rate increase would put
the sport beyond the incomes of
many people.
Salomonsen said the approved
rates will go into effect when the area
opens for the season.
"The public's comments clearly in
dicated to us that it understands
Snow Bowl's situation and will con
tinue to support the area even with
the increased rates,” he said.

“back to where they live." He said
dorms would be opened for dorm
students.
Last year, the ASUM-Northwest
charter flight to New York was
delayed three-and-a-half days
because bad weather prevented the
plane, already two hours late when it
reached Missoula, from landing at
Johnson-Bell Field.
The Chicago flight was able to
leave earlier when the fog lifted
briefly.
Stayed In Motel
After a night in the Village Motor
Inn at the expense of Northwest and
two nights In the dorms at the ex
pense of ASUM, New York
passengers were bused to Great
Falls, and the charter left the ground
early Dec. 23.
Fog in the winter is.common In the
Missoula valley, David Goens, Mis
soula weather station meteorologist,
said Friday.
“Don’t be surprised if we have fog
in December," he said.
Goens said once fog settles in the
valley, it could last 10 days to two
weeks.
Because of Missoula’s history of
bad weather in December, some of
the charter's passengers and
organizers questioned Northwest's
reaction time to the delay.
Judy Benefiel, manger of 'All
Points Travel Agency, which

handled the charter last year, said
Friday that the passengers should
have been bused on Dec. 20 to
Spokane where Northwest's plane
had landed after leaving the
Missoula valley.
She said the plane was in Spokane
until 3 p.m. that day, and if Northwest
had had buses ready, it would have
been possible to get the passengers
there in time.
She said if the 1976 charter were
her charter, she would ask the airline
to make definite plans now.
Short said Bruce Vanica,
Northwest district sales manger, told
him in a long distance phone call
from Billings that the airline would
n o t a rra n g e
fo r g ro u n d
transportation until one or both .of
the flights were actually delayed.
'Unfair Criticism’
Short also said Northwest had
been criticized unfairly last year
about the New York charter delay.
“Last year people were looking for
a scapegoat for what happened," he
said.
Short said he felt Northwest had
done more for the stranded students
than it could have been required to
do. He said Northwest paid for cab
fares into town and the night at the
motel without obligation to do so.
Short said Vanica told him that
because the charter cost less than a
regular flight, those were courtesies
passengers were not entitled to.

Benefiel, however, said Northwest
had the same obligations to charter
passengers as it did to scheduledfllght passengers.
A call to the airline's reservationsand-passenger-information service
revealed that because the flight
originated in Missoula, Northwest
could consider Missoula as the
“ home city” of charter passengers.
The same would be true of a
scheduled flight.
In the event of a delay, they would
be entitled to go "home."
A more official explanation of
Northwest's intentions was im
possible to obtain.
Sally Russell,- travel agent at
Northwest Travel Agency, which is
handling the charter this year, said
she had nothing to do with badweather ground arrangements. She
said the airline was responsible and
referred anyquestionsaboutthemto
Vanica.
Not Talking
When contacted in Billings, Vanica
refused to discuss this year's charter
because he said the Montana Kaimin
had given Northwest a “bloodbath"
in last year's coverage of the delay.
He referred all questions to Short.
Harold Linus, Northwest station
manger at Johnson-Bell, also
refused to comment.
“I haven’t got any information for
you," he said.
Now, Northwest Travel, not

connected to the airline, is also
refusing to discuss the charter and
referring questions to Short.
Regular round-trip Northwest
tickets to New York and Chicago
cost $340 and $246 respectively.
Charter passengers to New York will
pay $223 each, saving $127. Chicago
passengers will pay $180 each, sav
ing $66.
Both planes are full and have long
waiting lines.

Pet bull
MIAMI (AP) — Jim Moss wasn’t
surprised when a zoning inspector
told him to get rid of Bambi. Not all
the neighbors appreciated the
charms of a pet baby Black AngusHolstein bull.
"BAAAHHHH” said one neighbor.
“That's the kind of noise it makes. I
don’t know what they want it for
anyway.. . . "
"My favorite shepherd dog was
poisoned about eight months ago,”
Moss said. "Then I was traveling
upstate, and I saw this little SO
pounds fella, and I fell in love. He
reminds me of what farm life was
like.”
As a pet, Bambi was washed every
day and fondled by neighborhood
children. He frolicked in a lot beside
Moss' home.
“ I, knew I couldn't keep him when I
brought him here," Moss said. “But it
sure was fun while it lasted."

BUFFET

W Y A T T 'S JE W E LR Y
Diamonds. Watch Repairing

3 to 5
Day Service
Work G uaranteed
Watches, Jewelry,
Diamonds, Gifts

10% Discount
on all M erchandise in Stock.
(Tim ex W atches Excepted).

Outfitting
&

UC Gold Oak Room
Thursday, Dec 9
5:00 - 6:30 PM

General Public $3.50
Students
$2.50
Children
$1.75

Packing
14th Annual Course
Learn the art of packing
horses and mules.
20 hours o f Instruction
W inter Qtr.
Pre-Registration-Fee Required
Lim ited Num ber

CALL NOW 549-2820
Licensed by the
State of Montana

HIS season’s festivities begin at the UC Gold Oak Room with a
scrumptous yuletide dinner featuring hand carved turkey and
prime rib, relishes and vegetables, breads and salads, and a
tempting variety of holiday pies and Christmas puddings for dessert.
The University Community is invited to join in on this most delicious
and colorful Christmas celebration.

T

Women ready to begin basketball season
Youth and potential are the strong points of the
University of Montana women's intercollegiate
basketball team, according to Eddye McClure, new
head coach of the team this year.
McClure said that she considered the squad to be
a dark-horse contender this year, and that the team
has shown a fine attitude toward conditioning for the
uncoming season.
McClure, a graduate of Stephen F. Austin
University in Nacagdoches, Texas, was the head
coach for the women’s basketball program at
Creighton University in Omaha, Neb., for the last
three years.
Conditioning, understanding fundamentals and
successful execution are the key factors for the
team’s success, McClure said.
The program also has a new assistant coach this
season. Linda Ponikvar, head coach at Eastern Mon

tana College for the past two seasons, joined
McClure on the coaching staff.
This year’s varsity players are: Mary Ellen
Ramsdell, senior. Redding, Calif.; Nancy Coleman,
junior. Belt; Karen Berg, junior, Conrad; Sheila
Sullivan, sophomore, Anaconda; Cherly Sandbak,
sophomore, Deer Lodge, and Penny Kaleva,
sophomore, Deer Lodge.
Freshmen on the varsity team include Linda
Deden, Missoula; Candi Stevens, Great Falls; Kay
Blumer, Fort Benton; Myrna Baldry, Scobey; Sherri
Cameron and Corinne (Cork) Carlson, Fairbanks,
Alaska.
The female Grizzlies kick off the season Thursday
by hosting the University of Montana Women’s In
vitational. Teams competing in the three-day event
include UM, Seattle Pacific, Flathead Valley Com
munity College, Montana State University and
Carroll College.

Women’s basketball season

SHEILA SULLIVAN GOES for the basket as Mary Ellen
Ramsdell tries In vain to stop her In a preseason workout of the
University of Montana women’s basketball team. Watching
the action is Cork Carlson. Students at UM may watch the
women play free-of-charge starting Thursday. (Photo by Rick
Crone)
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Deer Lodge
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Jan. 7
Jan. 8
Jan. 13
Jan. 14
Jan. 19
Jan. 22
Jan. 28
Jan. 29
(Jeb. 12
Feb. 5
Feb. 11
Feb. 12
Feb. 18
Feb. 19
Feb. 26

(H—here, T-there)
Washington State
Boise State
Central Washington State College
Eastern Washington State College
Flathead Valley Community College
Montana State
University of Idaho
Carroll College
Flathead Valley Community College
Eastern Washington State College
Portland State University
Oregon State University
Western Washington State College
University of Washington
Montana State

— -Campus Rec-----TONIGHT
With Meat Sauce

SPAG HETTI
S P E C IA L
All You Can Eat
We Can
Accommodate
Large Groups

$ 2 .5 0

(-S T A T IO N -)

27 Brands
Of
Beer

725 W. Alder*In The Warehouse«549-1596

The Audubon Society
Book of Wild Birds
by Les Line,
Franklin Russell
As well as many
other perfect
Christmas Gifts

The

SHACK

223 W. Front 549-9903

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Spaghetti

$ 1 .0 0

Campus Recreation and the
Grizzly coaching staff will be spon
soring a basketball rules clinic
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in the field
house arena.
This clinic is aimed at providing in
tramural players and officials with a
better understanding of the rules of
basketball. All potential referees and
team captains are urged to attend.
A special ski waxing clinic will be
presented by Campus Recreation
Wednesday. It will be held in
Women's Center 215 at 7 p.m.
The clinic will feature Rick
Schlaefer, who has skied on the
Canadian National and University of
Montana cross-country teams and
coached cross-country skiing.
Schlaefer will demonstrate waxing
techniques for wood and fiberglass
skis, for both cross-country and
alpine skiing. The demonstration will
include techniques with several
brands of wax and skis for different
snow conditions.
Campus Recreation will sponsor
two classes on cross-country skiing
this weekend. There will be a $4
charge for transportation to the site
of the class. Campus Recreation will
supply equipment for people who do
not have it.
Rosters are due Friday for the
Winter Quarter intramural basketball

MICHELOB ON TAP

SKI INSTRUCTORS

VETERANS

For HPER Classes
“ADD TO YOUR SU C C E S S ’
Let me explain how one
elective course added to your
schedule next quarter can
enhance your future in any
career field.

M EETIN G WED.
Dec. 8
4 pm
Rm. 107 UC
Call Mavis Lorenz 243-4451

Please contact me:

Major Bill Holton
243-2681 or 243-4191
Rm. 102, Men’s Gym Bldg.

/

For your own full-sized, full-color poster o f Mickey and Big Jim in action, send your name, address, and $2 to: Rainier Brewing Company, 3100 Airport Way South. Seattle. W ashington 98134.

ff

Youreallyhavetoget intotheswimofthings.”
1 Undaunted by his previous failure to capture a wild
* Mountain Fresh Rainier, Mickey Rooney teamed up
with former Husky Coach Jim Owens and two
professional Freshstalkers to search for that elusive
MFR. Says Mickey, “There’s 90 gallons of naturally
brewed Rainier sloshing around out there somewhere
and I’m gonna pop its top.

O “This time, we were on
■* Oregon’s Clackamas River
for six weeks before finally
closing in on that Mountain
Fresh baby. I was confident
that Big Jim’s coaching
experience would inspire the
perfect game plan for our
offensive attack. Suddenly,
there it was!

3
“We backpaddled hard
and put into shore rapidly.
The Rainier reared up,
sloshed its neck spiritedly,
then charged. I took a
valiant swing at the
creature, but my feet got
tangled in the gear we had
lashed aboard. It was a
watery finish to our lengthy
search. But the beer
pictographs we found on
shore proved that MFRs
had long been hunted in
the area.

“Later, the Coach and I
toasted our adventure with smaller
Rainiers we had ported in with us.
They were smaller than their wild
t counterparts, but fight and fresh
enough to make up for our loss!’
Wherever you go in the
Northwest, Rainier is there to
welcome you with a Mountain
Fresh taste that never stops
pleasing. For nearly a century
it’s been in a class by itself.

----news briefs----

Student directories to be available

The 1976-77 University of Montana
student directory should be available
when classes resume a fte r
Christmas break, Scott Alexander, a
Central Board member, said
yesterday.
The directory will list students'
names, local addresses and local
phone numbers.
The 1976-77 directory is being
compiled by Bear Backers, a student
athletic booster group that Alex
ander founded this fall. Michael
Wallis, sophomore In business, is
coordinating the project.
Alexander said Bear Backers

volunteered to put the directory
together about a month ago when
Central Board was looking for
someone to organize it. Gateway
Printing contracted to print the book,
he said.
Alexander said students would
have to pay forthedirectories, but he
was not sure how much the books
would cost.
"We're trying to keep the cost as
low as possible,” he explained,
“ hopefully under a buck.” The cost
will be determined by how much of
the printing cost can be offset by
advertising.

“The rest of the ads are coming in
this week and we hope to go to press
during Christmas," he said.
In the past, directories werefreeto
students. Gateway Printing and
Litho sold advertising for the book to
cover printing costs. This year the
company decided that advertising
receipts alone would not be enough,
and asked UM for a 50 cent-perbook charge. UM officials rejected
the offer and instead printed only a
faculty and staff directory to be dis
tributed free to the faculty and
students.

Nearly $1.5 million Increase cited
in forestry school research budget
The research program at the
University of Montana forestry
school has grown from $420,000 four
years ago to close to $2 million this
year, the dean of the school said
recently.
Dean Robert Warn bach said the $2
million does not include money UM
will receive from a research project
sponsored by Saudi Arabia. Under
the terms of the proposed project UM
will staff a forestry-research station
In Saudi Arabia and conduct
research on campus here.
Research at the forestry school
totaled $900,000 last year, Wambach
said.
Potential Was There
He said that the "potential has
always been there” for the research
and the money it brings to the
school, but when he was named dean
four years ago he began to take ad
vantage of the situation.
Much of the money comes from
the state and federal governments,
he added.
He said the programs help
strengthen the regular courses
offered by the school by bringing ex
tra money to the school so it can hire
experts to conduct the research and
also teach at least one class a year. In
addition the researchers supervise at
least one graduate student, Wam
bach added.
The research benefits the school
because it is all applied research, or
oriented to practical solutions for
problems that are occurring he said.
Wambach said the research helps
"enhance the reputation” pf the
school and thus helps forestry
students get jobs. He added that the
school places over 85 per cent of its
undergraduate students and 100 per
cent of its graduate students every

year, the highest percentages in the
country, according to a survey taken
by the Society of American
Foresters.
The research programs also give
forestry students valuable ex
perience, Wambach said, since they
employ about 40 graduate students
and from 25 undergraduates during
Spring Quarter to 75 in Winter
Quarter.
Wambach said the money for the
research programs comes from six
main areas. Those areas are:
• contracts and grants. This
money is given to the school
to do specific jobs by private industry
and federal agencies such as the
Forest Service and the Bureau of

B y T H E A S S O C IA T E D P R E S S

Land Management.
• state agencies such as the
Department of Fish and Game.
• county governments that want
specific problems worked on by the
school.
• government grants such as
those from the National Science
Foundation and the National
Institute of Health.

O’Neill is House speaker
House Democrats, organizing for the new Congress, chose Rep. Thomas
(Tip) O'Neill of Massachusetts yesterday to be their new speaker. O'Neill, an
activist liberal, was unopposed and was nominated by acclamation, with a
token confirmation by the full House to come in January. He will succeed Carl
Albert of Oklahoma, who is retiring from Congress. The Democrats also
chose Rep. Tom Foley of Washington to lead their caucus. In that race, Foley
defeated Rep. Shirley Chisholm of New York, with 194 votes for Foley and 96
for Chisholm.

Ju,°r

• private grants such as the ones
from the National Endowment for the
Humanities.
• "hard-money base.” This is
about $350,000 that has been
steadily granted to the school each
year by the state and federal
government for on-going research.

Musician Bob Marley shot
Jamaican rock star Bob Marley gave a free concert Sunday in Kingston,
two days after he was shot by unidentified snipers. Marley performed under
heavy police security atthe National Heroes Park in uptown Kingston. Police
yesterday had no clues about the cause of the Friday night shooting which
hospitalized Marley's girlfriend, identified only as Rita, his manager Don
Taylor and band assistant Louis Griffith. Marley was hit in the arm when
snipers fired five shots at him rehearsing in the park. The shooting came less
than two weeks before a scheduled general election under a state of
emergency called to curb violence that took at least 100 lives and caused the
detention of at least 200 people.

Bridal
Boutique
Form al
and
All-O ccasion
Suite 12
543-6188

Hammond
Arcade

W innebago
Kaps®
STUDENT
SPECIAL

VARIETY: 42 different models to fit
any size pickup.
CONSTRUCTION: Strong, sturdy,
and liahtweight Kaps.
SERVICE: Coast to coast network of
dealers for parts and service.
VALUE: More for your dollar with a
Winnebago Kap.

W f iw H jis s .
Installed Prices
Starting At *228
R A N G ITS C H BROS.
2001 W. BROADWAY
728-4040

v°ld*p®
na"y

The exclusion of even one prospective juror for general scruples against
capital punishment automatically voids any death penalty imposed in a trial,
the Supreme Court ruled yesterday. In a 6 to 3 vote, the court threw out the
death penalty sentence given to convicted Georgia murderer Curfew Davis.
The unsigned opinion said the Georgia Supreme Court was wrong when it
decided that the improper exclusion of a prospective juror in Davis' trial did
not deny him the right to be judged by a cross-section of the community.

Jon Pail s Thomas
Tuesday, Dec. 7
8 p.m. • Gold Oakes Room
FREE Admission
—FREE Coffee & Cookies—
An ASUM Program Council Presentation

